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sions while broadening their student’s understanding of the quality of American life; writers who need access to the basic facts of American commerce;
business historians seeking data to establish a framework of salary and price
information during a specific period; reporters seeking to enhance a story with
economic details.” For the most part, the work succeeds in serving those
audiences.
Overall, The Value of a Dollar, 1600-1865 is a unique reference work suitable for academic, public, and special libraries.
[Review submitted February, 2006.]
John P. Heintz
Reference Librarian
Charles J. Keffer Library
University of St. Thomas
Minneapolis, Minnesota, MN
jpheintz@stthomas.edu

THE COMPARATIVE GUIDE TO AMERICAN SUBURBS: COVERS
OVER 2,400 SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES IN THE 50 LARGEST METRO
AREAS–WITH RANKINGS. Grey House Publishing. 2005, 1,000 pp., US
$130.00, ISBN 1592370047.

INTRODUCTION
In the first quarter of 2003, employers took 1,508 mass layoff actions. This
trend continues in 2005. There are many reasons for these layoffs, including
bankruptcy, business ownership change, financial difficulty, reorganization,
domestic or overseas relocation, model changeover, product line discontinuation, weather-related reasons, and so on. The employment market is tight right
now, and professionals are forced to expand their job searches beyond their
geographic areas. Many professionals who have a family look for jobs in the
suburbs, trying to avoid congestion and pollution. The U.S. Census shows an
increase in nontraditional families also moving to the suburbs.
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SCOPE
The Comparative Guide to American Suburbs provides information on
more than 2,400 suburban communities. This publication offers comparative
data and ranks the living and business environment of these cities.

CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION
The Comparative Guide to American Suburbs is arranged alphabetically by
metropolitan area. It includes a state map for each metro area, showing boundaries and counties. It also includes two indexes: the Metropolitan Area Index
and the Suburb Index. The places covered in this edition are the 50 cities in the
United States that are statistically the largest; 1,355 incorporated municipalities;
653 census-designated places (CDPs); and 392 minor civil divisions called
“town” and “township.” The CDPs are populations that are not within an incorporated place, but that are locally identified by a name. This volume includes
information on physical characteristics, population, and income for each metropolitan area. It also includes a table that compares the metropolitan areas according to their per capita income, unemployment rate, violent and property
crime rates, new housing permits, and median home prices. For suburban communities you can find information not only about characteristics, population,
and income, but also about history, economy, housing, education, safety, newspapers, cost-of-living index, and contacts for additional information.

NEW EDITION HIGHLIGHTS
This new edition contains information about 191 more suburban communities than the 2001 edition. The metro and suburbs profiles are concentrated in
four areas, two more than in the last edition. The areas of concentration are geography, climate, population, and income. Nine more subcategories were
added, for a total of eleven categories that provide city history, population,
economy, income, cost-of-living index, housing, safety, educational attainment, school districts, major newspapers and other important government
contacts. The cities’ histories have been updated and expanded. The ranking
charts contain six more data points, and the national rankings include all the
new data points. The new data points added are population density, civilian labor force, average household income, homeownership rate, median home
value, and bachelor’s degrees. Five new metro areas have been added, four
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deleted, and one metro area merged due to changes in population and Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) definitions.
EVALUATION
The Comparative Guide to American Suburbs is a great resource for research on relocating. The comparative data and ranking of these cities makes it
easy to compare suburbs in a metro area and to simplify the job relocation decision. The new edition contains enough new data to justify its purchase. This
is a great resource for any public or academic reference collection. The table of
contents is available at http://www.greyhouse.com/suburbs.html.
Other County and City Resources:

•
•
•
•
•

Best Places to Live, Money magazine
Best Places, Forbes magazine
Moving.com, City profiles
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor
County and City Data, University of Virginia, Geospatial and Statistical
Data Center
• State and County Quick Facts, U.S. Census Bureau
[Review submitted February, 2006.]
Leticia Camacho
Business Librarian
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT
leticia_camacho@byu.edu

